Abstract-Two multisensor multiobservation detection schemes are analyzed and compared, and their hardware complexity (= number of sensors) is discussed. The studied schemes are: a Bayesian optimal parallel-sensor centralized architecture and a suboptimal binary distributed-detection system. Both systems are to have the same performance, as measured in terms of a Bayesian risk. In the optimal system sensors transmit their raw measurements to a decision maker that minimizes a global Bayesian risk In the suboptimal architecture each sensor acts as a local detector: it minimizes its own Bayesian risk locally, and submits a binary decision to a data fusion center that minimizes the same global risk (for the given fixed architectures of the local detectors). Two specific cases are studied: 1) discrimination between two Gaussian populations that differ in their means; and 2) discrimination between two Poisson populations that differ in their parameters. The tradeoff between performance and hardware complexity is demonstrated, and the cost (in terms of hardware units) of the design simplicity that characterizes the suboptimal system is calculated. Results are useful for comparing different distributed-sensor detection schemes. It is shown that in the Gaussian case, a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) decentralized system with 2N sensor/ detectors performs at least as well as the centralized system with N sensors and a single detector. i.e., ~( k )
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P O
Desirable global Bayesian risk in a binary detection system.
X(z)
Likelihood ratio of the observation vector z .
0
Standard deviation.
7
Threshold for comparison of likelihood ratio.
A1
Optimal min-p centralized architecture (e.g., [lo, sect. 5.31 ).
A2
Suboptimal (local min-p) decentralized system. A3
Optimal min-P decentralized architecture [B] . Number of observations collected by a sensor in A1 and A2.
The mean of the observation ( z and zi) under H I in the examples. Number of sensors used in the optimal min-Bayesian risk centralized system A l . Number of sensors used in the decentralized detection system A2.
Probability of error pe = P,(Ho is true, 0 1 ) + P, (HI is true, Do).
Prespecified desirable probability of error for detection systems A l . Prespecified desirable probability of error for detection systems A2. Probability of false alarm by the data fusion center: P,(Ho is true, U , = 1). Probability of false alarm by the ith detector:
P,(Ho is true, U ; = 1). A priori probability of hypothesis H; for i = 0, 1.
I. INTRODUCTION HE PROBLEM of binary parallel distributed detection
T with a Bayesian risk function has been the objective of several studies which aimed at devising an optimal design for the components of the distributed architecture (see [2] and the DFC ( k = 0) is optimal with respect to P ( O ) , given the local-detector design. In the subsequent derivation we assume P(') = P('), k = 1 , 2 , . . . ,nso (all local detectors minimize the same Bayesian risk) and the superscript k is, therefore, omitted. As shown later, the local risks could be different without affecting the derivation. The overall system is suboptimal with respect to P, but this deficiency is offset partially by the fact that it is much easier to design this system than the optimal decentralized system. This advantage is due to the fact that in the suboptimal system each detector is designed independently of the other detectors, while the design of the detectors in the optimal system is coupled (the threshold of each local detector is derived from the decision rules of the other detectors [ll]). Hence, unlike the design of the optimal system, the removal or sudden failure of some local detectors does not affect the design of all other detectors in the system (but of course the performance would be affected).
Hardware complexity can be measured in terms of the number of local detectors which are necessary in order to achieve a prespecified global Bayesian risk P = Po. We shall compare the hardware complexity of two architectures:
A l : A centralized system, where a single central detector makes a global decision U , ( U , = 1 for D~, u , = -1 for DO) on the basis of L statistically independent observations z1, . . . , ZL -using a minimum Bayesian risk criterion. These L observations can be generated
The hardware complexity in this case is the number of parallel sensors, no, which is strongly dependent A2: A decentralized system where n,, parallel sensors are followed by detectors which make local decisions U;, i = 1 , 2 , . . . , n s o ( u i = 1 for D~, u ; = -1 for DO).
The ith detector uses K observations zil, z;, , . . . , ziK and forms its decision to minimize the Bayesian risk locally. The data fusion center makes its decision us0 (U,, = 1 for D1, U,, = -1 for DO) on the basis of the decisions of the n,, local detectors u1, U Z , . . . , un,, .
It minimizes the Bayesian risk, given the fixed local min-,D detectors. The hardware complexity in this case is the number of parallel sensors that feed the local detectors (= number of local detectors), nso, which is strongly dependent on Po.
on Po.
In this context, the optimal decentralized system is A3: A decentralized system like A2, except that the local detectors, as well as the DFC, are designed such that the overall system is optimal with respect to Po (i.e., according to the procedure in [SI). We are interested in comparing the number of sensors/ detectors that are required for achieving a specified global value of the Bayesian risk using A1 and A2. It is clearly of interest to compare them to the number of detectors required by A3 for the same task, but the calculation of the number of detectors required for architecture A3 is not practical for systems with more than five detectors (see [13] ). For a prespecified risk Po, we designate the number of required sensors for A1 as no(,Bo) and for A2 as n,, (/'?,) . The difference between these numbers is a measure of the cost differential that one has to pay for replacing a centralized architecture (Al) by the suboptimal decentralized alternative (A2).
Application of the proposed architectures are expected primarily in the area of diversity in digital communications. The main reason for employing diversity in this context is to improve communication performance under jamming (e.g., [l], [7] ). Additional areas of applicability are countercrime measures (intrusion alarm systems and automated entry control) and military surveillance (especially in fusing radar signals from several early warning stations).
DECISION RULES AND HARDWARE COMPLEXITY
We describe the decision rules for components of architectures A1 (centralized architecture) and A2 (decentralized suboptimal architecture). Details about the decision rules of the globally optimal system A3 can be found in [SI.
A. Architecture A1
The single decision maker decides on the value of its decision U , on the basis of L statistically independent observations z = {zl, . . . , ZL}. The decision rule is the standard multiobservation likelihood ratio test (see [14] ):
The likelihood ratio X(z) and the threshold r are Let S ( z ) be the suficient statistic of the observation vector z. The likelihood ratio A(%) in (2b) can be replaced probability density of the sufficient statistic under hypothesis Hi (i = 0, l ) , which depends on the number of sensors no@,,) [lo, p. 1271 
The decision (4) is optimal with respect to the min-Bayesian risk criterion, given fixed local detectors with specified PM, and PF, .
The number of detectors required to achieve an overall risk of Po is the solution to
where the dependence on n,, is through P F~~~ and PhlDFC: [14, pp. 27-28; 36-38] , [lo, pp. 129-1311) . If the hypotheses are equally likely, the probability of error is
PFDFC 5 (?i)P$(l -P F ) n a o -J F . [ ( J F + 1 ) ( 1 -p F )
( 1 1 4 a m We get (from (8)) an approximation of the upper bound for the probability of error (with q = 1 -p )
(loa) 
(lob) The error probabilities of the local detectors are ln (4pq) by taking n,, = int{z}.
EXAMPLES (14b)

P M t = @ ( : % ---mF).
A. Example 1: Discrimination between Two Gaussian Populations
We assume that the observations are drawn from one of two Gaussian populations with the same variance (a2) but Table I1 shows the sufficient number of sensors, n,, (calculated with (10) ) for a min-p, system with equally likely hypotheses (T = 1) and required p , values ranging from Table I . Fig. 2 shows the global probability of error (p?) versus the signal to noise ratio (&?(m/c)) for a centralized system with 73 sensors and decentralized systems with 73 and 120 sensors. Clearly the 73-sensor decentralized system has worse performance, and the 120-sensor decentralized system is comparable to the 73-sensor centralized system in the region of interest (the systems have identical performance for SNR = 1, with p , = lo-').
1) Hardware Requirements for High SNR:
The ratio between the number of detectors required by architecture A l , and the number of detectors required by architecture A2, can be calculated from the table. For the Gaussian case this ratio can be shown to be between 112 and 1. Since lini y/.c + 112 as f i ( m / c~) -+ x (y of (13), T of (lob)), we conclude that for a large SNR a decentralized system with 2 N sensor/detectors will have performance that is at least as good as that of a centralized system with N sensors.
2) Notes on Applicability a) Different local risks: In the discussion of A2 we have assumed that the same Bayesian risk is used by all local detectors and the DFC to synthesize a decision rule. The results are applicable for any (possibly different) Bayesian risks, as long as the local thresholds are designed according to the local risks, and the resulting PF, and P.11, of the ith detector are used in designing the DFC.
b) Nonidentical sensors: We have assumed that the local sensors are identical. If they are not identical, we choose the worst-case sensor and assume that all sensors have the same poor performance. Thus we obtain an upper bound on the number of hardware units required. The assumption P H~, = P H~ = 112 is also a worst-case assumption about the a priori probabilities, which would yield an overestimation of the required hardware volume.
B. Example 2kDiscrimination Between Two Poisson Populutions
We consider discrimination between two Poisson populations which differ in their parameters ( 7 n o under Ho, m 1 under In the centralized case (architecture A l ) we have 71, sensors.
Each of these sensors has K independent inputs, each receiving a Poisson-distributed sequence. All incoming sequences during a given experiment are from the same population (Ho or H I ) . The detector counts the number of events in each sequence, and sums over all Kilo sequences to obtain the total number of events in the input sequences t. The detector then compares the total number of events to a threshold, and makes a decision.
In In m1 -111 m u y = floor and floor [s] is the largest integer smaller than or equal to 
Probability of False Alarm
The receiver operating characteristics of architecture A1 for 
Global Probability of False Alarm
The global receiver operating characteristics of architecture A2 for Fig. 4. values of n , , = 1.2.3.4.9.6 with li = 2, n70 = 2 and ml = 4. 4 shows the receiver operating characteristics for architecture A2 with K = 2, mo = 2 and ml = 4. P F~~~ and P M~~~ can be obtained by (7). These characteristics are significantly worse than the A1 characteristics of Fig. 3 . (19) and (20)) for the decentralized system; 111: Global probability of error (see (17)) for the centralized system.
If JF > nso PF -1/2 and > nso PAbl -l / 2 (see (7)), then P F~~~ and P*fDFc can be bounded from above as in (8); by invoking Stirling's formula, we obtain an approximation of the upper bounds for P F~~~ and P M~~~:
An upper bound on the probability of error peso is G = P H~P F~~~ + PH~PMDFC .
(20)
In Fig. 5 we compare the global probability of error of the centralized and decentralized architectures versus the number of sensors. The graphs allow the assessment of hardware volume necessary for prespecified performance using the two architectures. We note that the simulated probability of error is close to the approximated upper bound.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have devised a simple suboptimal decentralized binary detection system where each local detector independently, and the data fusion center, are minimizing Bayesian risks (not necessary identical). We compared the hardware volume of a system with identical local risks to that of an optimal centralized system which minimizes the same global risk for several mathematically tractable cases. The results can be used by designers of distributed detection systems (even less restricted than the ones that we consider here) to obtain upper bounds on the number of (decentralized) detectors which are required in order to guarantee prespecified performance. where 7ri = (:)p'(l -P ) " -~. i=J 7r can be written as:
Equations (8) His research interests include stochastic processes, sensor fusion and neural network synthesis.
